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Abstract — A report on the Workshop, with a

summary ofdiscussions on methodologicalpro-

blems (grid system, reliability of records, recor-

dingofpermanent populations)and a brief out-

line of the forthcoming projects.

Introduction

Although current activity is thus most stimu-

lating, there remain problems to be solved be-

fore the final distribution of European dragon-

flies can be published.

Methodologicalproblems

The followingproblemswere discussed in Paris.

(I) There are huge differences in the number of

observations per entity of surface. Most

parts ofthe Balcans and some parts ofother

southern European countries have been in-

vestigated very poorly, but also in relatively

well investigated areas there usually exist

important unexplored areas, e.g. in Great

Britain, as was communicated by Norman

Moore.

(2) There is no generally accepted system to

present the distributions maps. Several

countries (Norway, Finland, the Nether-

lands and Belgium) have accepted the use of

the Universal Transverse Mercator grid

system to present their maps (10x10 or

50x50 km squares). Other countries (France

and Switzerland) use their national grid

system. The European Invertebrate Survey

has agreed to use UTM-gridded maps at

least at the 50x50 km level, but it is also

argued to use these for national mapping

schemes. This problem can relatively easily

be solved when computers are used for data

storage. Coordinates can be translated into

another coordinate system, although this

may cause loss of information.

(3) Reliability of records was extensively dis-

cussed. Bastiaan Kiauta emphasized the

difficulties that may arise when European

distribution maps have to be prepared, since

the reliability of the respective regional and

local maps is very different. Some maps in-

clude all available records, other ones only

records documented by reference speci-

mens. He stressed the importance ofmaking

collections, which, however, becomes more

and more difficult in Europe by legal conser-

vation acts.

The workshop "European Odonate mapping

schemes: problems and progress" was held du-

ring the 8th International Symposium of Odo-

natology in Paris, on Wednesday, 21 August

from 16:00 to 18:30 h. More than 30 odonatolo-

gists, almostexclusively from Europe, attended

the meeting in the Laboratoire d’Entomologie.

The production of atlases has made good pro-

gress in the last five years. New or updated

versions have been produced in Finland

(VALTONEN, 1980), Great Britain and Ire-

land (HAMMOND & MERRITT, 1983), the

Netherlands (GEIJSKES & VAN TOL, 1983),

several states of Western Germany (ALT-

M0LLER, et al„ 1981; KIKILLUS &

WEITZEL, 1981; NIEHUIS, 1984). New orup-

dated versions ofatlases may beexpected within

the next few years for the Odonata of at least

Finland, Ireland, France, Switzerland and Por-

tugal.
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(4) Eberhard Schmidt stressed the particular

importance of the recording of the presence

of permanent populations. Although this

view was generally accepted, it was men-

tioned that difficulties may arise in practice,

since only single observations are available

for large areas. Perhaps the use ofseparate

symbols may solve this problem. Eberhard

Schmidt will prepare a proposal for meth-

ods to detect the presence of permanent

populations.

(5) There appeared to be no "general aim be-

hind the maps" in different parts ofEurope.

Gary Cleland gave a sketch of the enthu-

siasm ofamateurs in Great Britain to"make

just maps". Also conservationists prefer to

have detailed and up-to-date distribution

maps, but e.g. biogeographersseem to need

less detailed but very reliable maps.

(6) Two important methodological problems

were raised by Peter Mill, viz. how to

gather and present negative information on

the
presence

of species, and how to delete

wrong records from a database. Both these

questions have to remain for a more exten-

sive discussion. Also in our experience

updating ofdatabases is so time-consuming,
that it usually gets low priority.

Current projects and planning

One of us(MV) had prepared distribution maps

of three dragonfly species which were chosen by

the European Invertebrate Survey for general

and consecutive recording, viz. Coenagrion ar-

matum, Gomphus flavipes and Macromia

splendens. These maps, however, were pre-

pared on bibliographical references only, since

no extensive mapping scheme within the frame-

work of the European Invertebrate Survey

exists at this moment. Several additions could

be made. These preliminary maps wil be pub-

lished separately with a short comment added.

We proposed a follow-up of this project with a

mapping of the gomphids of Europe, but after

some discussion it was decided that this project

should only start after some years of prepara-

tion. We will now first try to prepare a final

version of the maps of the three pilot species.

Eberhardt Schmidt agreed to write a paper

on the field identification and the habitats ofall

European species ofGomphidae.Only aftertwo

to three years this mapping scheme will start,

but during the next few years all European o-

donatologists are urgently requested to collect

as many records as possible, so that the pre-

paration of the maps may take only a relatively

short time.

According to a message by Jean-Louis

Dommanget the Commissariat de Flore et

Faune of the Museum National d’Histoire Na-

turelle in Paris has offered to work up all our

data and to produce distribution maps by com-

puter on any scale and in any grid systemweask

for. A preliminary map of the distribution of

Rana temporaria was demonstrated. The offer

was unanimously accepted.

Finally it was decided that a meeting on this

topic, within 2-3 years somewhere in the centre

of Europe, would be most welcome, since the

next International Symposia ofOdonatology in

India and in the USAare unlikelytobe attended

by many European "dragonfly mappers".Any-

one who is interested in such a workshop is

requested to contact Jan van Tol; a preliminary

announcement will be made late in 1986.
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